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1. Introduction. Various identities have been substituted
tive law. Many of these use the associator:

(x,y,z) = (xy)z-

for the associa-

x(yz).

In this paper, we will call a ring P a (■*,t) ring if:

(1)

(x,x,x) = 0,

(2)

(x,y,z) = t(*(x),

wiy), t(z)),

where forain R, a/1 exists in P and ir is in S3, the symmetric group on three
letters. It is easily shown that e= ± 1 or (x,y,z) = e(y,z,x), where t2 + í

+ 1 = 0.
Throughout this paper an algebra (A, +, x, F) is defined as a set A, a field
F and two operations such that (A, +,x) is a nonassociative ring, (A,+,F)
is a finite-dimensional
vector space and such that (ax)(ßy) = (aß)(xy) if
a,ß are in F and x,y are in A. We shall, furthermore, find it convenient to

define the following symbols:
x ■y = xy + yx

(char, not prime to 2),

(3)
x ■y = - (xy + yx)

(char, prime to 2).

The ring formed by this multiplication

(4)

(5)

\x*y*z\

= (x-y)-z-x

P+.

■(y-z),

(x,y) = xy~ yx.

The ring formed by this multiplication

(6)

is denoted

is denoted

R~.

jx0y02J = ((x,y),z) - (x,(y,z)).

A semisimple algebra is one whose radical is zero where the radical is the
maximal nil ideal. We further define a simple algebra as a semisimple algebra
without proper ideals. An idempotent is an element e with e2 = e ¿¿ 0.
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In §3, necessary and sufficient conditions will be given for the following
theorems to hold in an algebra.
Theorem

1.1. For every idempotent e,
A = Axx(e) + Ax0(e) + AM(e) + AM(.e).

Theorem 1.2. The algebra A is central simple if and only if A is associative or nodal over some algebraic extension of F.

Theorem

1.3. If A is semisimple, then A is a direct sum of simple algebras.

Defining x" = xa~lx, we call a ring power-associative
if xa+ß = x"x" for
all integers a,ß. We will also need the following definitions.
Definition
1.1. A ring is antiflexible if it satisfies (x,y,z) = (z,y,x).
Definition
1.2. A ring is nearly antiflexible if it satisfies

(x,x,y) = (y,x,x).
After some preliminary facts on antiflexible algebras and nearly antiflexible algebras in §4, the idempotent decomposition relative to a set of orthogonal idempotents is given in §5. In §6 it is shown that for char. ^ 2, a simple power-associative
antiflexible algebra has an identity. A semisimple
nearly antiflexible power-associative algebra is proved to be the vector space
sum of an alternative ideal, degree one subspace and possibly a nil space.
An alteration of the multiplication of nearly antiflexible algebras is given
that preserves the nearly antiflexible identity and power-associativity.
This
alternation transforms a semisimple algebra into a direct sum of an alternative ideal, degree one ideals and possibly a nil ideal. A similar alteration is
given for antiflexible algebras that gives slightly sharper results.
We will make use of the fact that a Lie ring is an anticommutative
ring
satisfying (xy)z+ (yz)x-\- (zx)y = 0. A Jordan ring is a commutative
ring
satisfying (x2,y,x) = 0. A ring R is Jordan admissible if R+ is Jordan and

Lie admissible if R ~ is Lie.
2. (ir,e) rings. If a ring R is (ir,tx) and (r,t2)
0=

(x,y,z)

- (x,y,z)

then,

upon

= (ei - t2)(w(x),w(y),

subtraction,

w(z))

so either tx = e2 or (ir(x), 7r(y), tt(2)) = 0. Thus we have the following result.
Lemma 2.1. // it is in S3 and if R satisfies (x,y,z)
iAereeither e is unique and nonzero or R is associative.

= «(ir(x), 7r(y), n(z)),

Lemma 2.2. Let R satisfy (x,y,z) = t(ir(x), ir(y), w(z)). Then either R is
associative or ir" = / implies t" = 1.

Proof. Every element in S3 is of order 1, 2, or 3 so
(x,y,z) = «(»<*), *(y), *(z)) = f2U2(x), ,r2(y), *2(z)) = fV(x),
implies,

if 7r"= /, (x,y,z)

= e"(x,y,z).

But

this implies

Ay),

Az))

(en - l)(x,y,2)

= 0
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from which the lemma follows.
F. Rosier, while not referring to them as (ir,f) algebras, studied (ir, ± 1)
algebras in [13]. The following lemma and its corollaries are readily justi-

fied.
Lemma 2.3. Let ir be of order 3 and suppose R is a (it, t) ring, then R is a
(r2,e2)

ring.

Corollary.
If P is ((xyz),t) then R is ((xzy), t2) and if R is ((xzy), «)
íAeraP is ((xyz), t2).
Corollary.
A ring is ((xyz), 1) if and only if it is ((xzy), 1). If a ring is
((xyz), t) with t 9e 1, since t3 = 1, if the ring is not associative then e2+ t + 1
= 0. We have thus proved the main result of this section.
Theorem
= t(y,z,x).

2.1. In a (*-,«) ring, either e = ±l

or t¿ + £ + 1 = 0 and (x,y,z)

In any ring, (x,y,z) + (y,z,x) + (z,x,y) = (xy,z) + (yz,x) + (zx,y); so if
(x,y,z) + (y,z,x) + (z,x,y) = 0 then (xy,z) + (yz,x) + (zx.y) = 0 = (zy,x)
+ (yx,z) + (xz,y). Subtraction
gives ((x,y),z) + ((y,z),x) + ((z,x),y) = 0
so A" is Lie. If A' is Lie then (x,y,z) + (y,z,x) + (z,x,y) = (z,y,x)
+ (x, 2, y) + (y, x, z). If (x, x, x)=0,
then for char, prime to 2 we get
(x,y,z) + (y,z,x) + (z,x,y) = 0. We now summarize these results.
Lemma 2.4. (1) // (x,y,z) + (y,z,x) + (z,x,y) = 0 ¿AereA is Lie.
(2) If A " is Lie, (x, x, x) = 0 and char, prime to 2 then (x, y, z) + (y, z, x)
+ (2,x,y) = 0.

3. Necessary and sufficient conditions. Define P¿,(e) = {x: ex = ix, xe = yx}.
It is easily seen that if P¡,(e) exists for some idempotent, then it is closed
under addition. Also, if Rt](e) and Rkm(e) exist for distinct subscripts then
only zero is common to both. If R is an algebra, then R¡j(e) is a subspace.
For this section we will be interested in the following sets:
J3f = {Power-associative
rings R such that if e2 = e then
(1) P = Rxx(e) + P10(e) + Poi(e) + Poo(e).
(2)RiJ(e)Rkm(e)<^Rim(e).

(3) Rij(e)R^e) = 0 if yV A.
(4) $?(e) = Rl0(e) RQX(e)+ Rx0(e) + P0i(e) + P0i(e) Rx0(e)

is an associative ideal, j
3è* = j Power-associative algebras A such that
(1) For every idempotent
e, A = Axx(e) + Ax0(e) + Aox(e) + A^e).
(2) A is central simple if and only if A is associative or nodal over some
algebraic extension of F.
(3) If A is semisimple then A is a direct sum of simple algebras which,
if central simple, are in 3ê*. \
Ç2)= {Power-associative
rings R such that for e2 = e
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(1) (e,x,y) = (x,y,e) = (x,e,y) = 0 for every x and y.
(2) If R = Rxx(e)+ Rx0(e) + ß0i(e) + R^e) then Se'(e) is an associative

ideal.}
& = {Power-associative rings R such that
(1) There is a A such that x* = 0 or there is a linear combination

;=i
such that

(Zl-i a ¡xl,y,z) = (y,Z"=i

<*iXl,z)= (y,x,Zï=i

a¡x) = 0 for every

x, y and z in R.
(2) If e2 = e and R = Rxx(e) + Rxo(e) + Rox(e) + R^e) then Se(e) is an
associative ideal.}
3F* = j Power-associative antiflexible rings.)
[3*\* = {Power-associative antiflexible algebras such that for every x,y
and 2 there is either a A with x* = 0 or there is a nonzero linear combin-

ation Z"=i «.*' H 0 with (ZU<x,x',y,z) = 0. \
y = {Power-associative

algebras.)

stf* = s/n 9.

$*= 2>n &.

&*= &n&.
SZ = {Semisimple algebras over an algebraically

closed field.}

9S = 3) *n s?
3*s= 3S*nSs
[3rs}=[3?]*nSS
Theorem

3.1. The following relations hold for the above sets:

(1) s>/= B.
(2) J2f*= 2¡*= if *ç 3è*.
(3) S#s = $s

= $s

= ifs.

(4) jar.n 3*= ^sn &- $sn 3P- sf.n 3*.
Proof. Suppose R is in Jâf, x in fí¿,(e) and y in Rkm(e) then (e,x,y)
= (¿x)y - ¿(xy) = 0, (x,y,e) = (m - m)(xy) = 0 and (x,e,y) = (;' - A)(xy)

= 0 for if ; ?í A then xy = 0 so R is in Q¡. If fí is in 3l then in ñ, (x,e,e)
= (e, x, e) = (e, e,x) = 0 so from the proof of the associative case,
R = Rxx(e) + ßi0(e) + Ä01(e) + Rw(e).
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if x is in P¿;(e) and y is in Rkm(e) then (e, x,y) = (x,y, e) = 0

implies xy is in Rim(e) and (x,e,y)

= 0 implies,

for j ^ A, P¿J(e) Rkm(e) = 0.

Hence P is in _Q^ so _Q/= Q¡. Now, if A is in _o/*, using the methods
employed to prove Theorems 3, 4 and 5 of [10], then A is in 31*. Consider
an element A of té' * and let e be an idempotent. Since e" = e and

Za.e'=

(Z».je

¡=i

M-i

'

then ß(e, x,y) = ß(x,e,y) = ß(x,y,e) = 0, where
^. Conversely, take A in !3¡ *. For any x in A,
some A or x is not nil. If x is not nil then in the
there is an idempotent
e = Z"-ia';c'
ror this
associative. (See [l].) Hence,

(Z".*'>y,2)
X i= l

= [y,Zaix',z)
'

V

i= l

0 = Z?«i a¿ ^ 0 so A is in
either x is nil so x* = 0 for
subalgebra generated by x
subalgebra is non-nil and

=(y,2,Z".*')
'

V

so A is in té *. We have proved Jüf* Q 38*, iít

¡= 1

=°
'

Q) and 0 * Ç if so (2)

is true. If an algebra is in i^s and is simple then it is associative or nodal and
is therefore in _afs. Any algebra in 3$s that has Se (e) as an associative ideal
is in S&s so we need only prove $£ (e) is an associative ideal. Suppose A is
in 38s and is semisimple but not simple, then
A = Axx(ex) 0 Axl(e2) ® ■■■ ® Axx(en),

where Z"e¿ is an identity

and each An(e¿) is simple. Since F is algebraically

closed then Au(e,) is central simple and is in ¿$s. Thus either e¡ is primitive
or Axx(et) is associative. If An(e,-) is associative and if u is an idempotent
in Au(e¡) then Axo(u) + A0i(u) ç Au(e¿) so ^(u)
is in An( e,) and is there-

fore associative. It is not difficult to show Se'(u) is an ideal in Axx(e¡) using
the methods used in [10] to show 58 is an ideal. Clearly then Sf (u) is an
associative ideal of A. If e is an arbitrary idempotent then e = ux + • • • + un,

whereUiisinAnfo)

and thus S3(e) = Sf(ux) ®Sf(u2) © ■•• ®SZ(un). (This

can be proved by induction.)

Therefore,

Se (e) is an associative ideal of A

and hence A is in J3^s. We have proved (3) and now (4) is obvious.
Using the relations among Ai}(e) proved by Rosier for antiflexible rings we
get, if x = xn + x10+ x0i + Xooand y = yxx + yl0 + yoi + yoo, where xy, yö are
in Aijie), (x,e,y) = (xn + x01)y - x(yn + y10) = 0. Since (e, x, y) = (y, x, e)
and since Sf(e) is an associative ideal, then A is in Q> if and only if
(e,x,y) = 0. It is clear that té * f) 3z'ç: [3*]*. Assuming A is in [&]* we
get for e an idempotent, (x,e,y) = 0 and Sf(e) is an associative ideal for

A = Alx(e) + Ax0(e) + A01(e) + Aoo(e). Also en = e and Z"=i«.e' = GD-i«.)«
so ß(e, x,y) = 0 for ß ¿¿ 0 so (e, x,y) = 0 for all x and y. Thus
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(x,y,e) = (e,y,x) = 0

so A is in 2) * n &. By Theorem 3.1, 9 * = if* so &*C\ &=[&]*■
Theorem 3.2. (1) The set [3*]* = Sf*n &.
(2) Theset[3fs]= S#SC\ 3?= &SH 3*= 9SÇ\ 3?= S?sn &.
We have thus found equivalent ways of defining SS,. The results, as we
have seen, are sharper for antiflexible algebras.
By applying the proofs in [ 10] to the special case (x,y,z) = t(y,z,x) with
e2 + « + 1 = 0 we can easily prove this next theorem. The corollary is then

obvious.
Theorem 3.3. If an algebra satisfies (x,y,z) = t(y,z,x)
¿Aereit is in s¿/, provided it is power-associative.

with «2+ « + 1 = 0

Corollary.
Any semisimple power-associative algebra satisfying (x,y,z)
= e(y,z, x) with t2 + 1 = 0 over an algebraically closed field is in 3ês.
4. Antiflexible and nearly antiflexible rings. So far we have two reasons for
studying antiflexible rings. First, they were among the special cases of the
identity used by K osier [ 12]. They are also among the residual cases of (ir, t)
rings. By using the associators of A + and A ~ we will be able to give a third
reason. A similar treatment will provide some new identities for nearly antiflexible rings. The following is easily proved by direct computation.

Lemma 4.1. In any ring K\x*y*z\
+ [xdydz\ = 2[(x,y,z)
where K = 4 if char, is prime to 2 and otherwise K = 1.

- (z,y,x)],

The identity K[ x *y *z\ + {xdydz] = 0 then holds in any associative
We also have the following theorems and their corollaries.

Theorem

ring.

4.1. For char, prime to 2, a ring satisfies the identity 4[x*y*z}

+ {xdydz]= 0 if and only if the ring is antiflexible.
Corollary.

For char, prime to 2, any two of the following statements about

a ring R imply the third:
(a) The ring R+ is associative.
(b) The ring R~ is associative.

(c) The ring R is antiflexible.
Theorem

4.2. For char, prime to 2, a ring satisfies the identity

4{x*x*y}

+ {x0x0y| = 0

if and only if the ring is nearly antiflexible.
Corollary.

For char, prime to 6, any two of the following statements about

a ring R imply the third:
(a) TAe ring R+ is associative.
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(b) TAe ring R is alternative.
(c) The ring R is nearly antiflexible.

Power-associative nearly antiflexible rings, though unnamed, were studied
in [ 9]. Such a ring, if power-associative,
decomposes relative to any idempotent into the subspaces R = Rxx(e) + Rxo(e) + Rox(e) + i?oo(e). It is fur-

ther shown that

RAe) ■Ru(e) Ç Rit(e), R2ü(e)QRu(e) + Rjj(e), fiy(e)Ä;i(e)

QRiAe), Rl(e)QRjAe), y2 = 0, Ru(e)Rjj(e)= 0, RiAe)R¿(e)
Q R¡Ae),and
RjAe)Rü(e) = Äy(e)Ä;,(e) = 0, where i = 0 or 1 and j = 1 - i. All but
Ru(e) • Ru(e) ç Ru(e) are proved in [9] and this is proved in [2]. In addition,
it is proved that Sf(e) = A10(e)A0i(e) + Ai0(e) + A0i(c) + A0i(e)A10(e) is an
alternative ideal. A few additional statements are true for antiflexible rings.
Rosier [12] proved that in a power-associative antiflexible ring, R%(e) = 0.
An antiflexible ring that satisfies (x, x, x) = 0 is Jordan and Lie admissible.
For char. = 0, such a ring is power-associative. The ideal So (e) is associative
in an antiflexible power-associative ring.
For Lie admissibility, Rosier did not use (x, x, x) = 0 so, if R is antiflexible,
we have [xdydz] = ((x,y)z) - (x,(y,z)) = ((x,y)z) + ((y,z),x) = - ((z,x),y).
Combining this with Theorem 4.1 we have for char, prime to 2, 4{x*y*z}
= ((z,x),y). Conversely, since jx*x*x)
= 0 (for R+ is commutative)
and
R+ is Lie admissible (for (R+) " is a zero ring) then, by Lemma 2.4, we have
{x*y*2} + {y*2*x} + {z*x*y| = 0for char, prime to 2. If, in addition,
4{x*y*2J = ((z,x),y) theniî" is Lie and [xdydz] = — ((z,x),y) so, for char,
prime to 2, 4{x*y*z] + [xdydz] = 0 and therefore R is antiflexible. We
have proved the lemma.

Lemma 4.2. For char, prime to 2, a ring is antiflexible if and only if
4{x*y*2¡

= ((2,x),y).

From Lemma 2.4, since R~ is Lie if R is antiflexible, if (x, x, x) = 0, then
(x, y, z) + (y, 2, x) + (z, x,y) =0 for char, prime to 2 and the converse is
obvious if char, is prime to 3.
We have shown in Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 that the following three
are equivalent for char, prime to 2:

(a) A ring is antiflexible.
(b) A ring satisfies 4{x*y*2¡

= — [xdydz].
(c) A ring satisfies 4{x*y*2¡ = ((z,x),y).
It is interesting that from (c) we have for a power-associative
ring with char, prime to 2, [xk*y*xm] = 0.

antiflexible

Lemma 4.3. For char, prime to 6 the following are equivalent for a ring:
(a) The ring is antiflexible and satisfies (x, x, x) = 0.
(b) TAe ring satisfies (xy,z) = x(y,z) - (z,x)y - 2(x,2,y).
(c) TAe ring satisfies (x, y, z) + (y, z, x) + (y, x, z) = 0.
(d) TAe ring satisfies 2(x ■y)z - 2y(x ■z) = (x,yz).
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Proof. By direct and obvious computation for char, prime to 2, (d) and
(c) are equivalent.
In any ring, (x,y,z) - (x,z,y) + (z,x,y) = (xy,z)
— x(y,z) + (z,x)y. Assume (c) is satisfied and permute x,y and z to get
(z,x,y) + (x,y,z) + (x,z,y) = 0. Subtraction yields (b). Also on subtracting
(b) from (xy,z) = x(y,z) - (z,x)y+ (x,y,z) - (x,z,y) + (z,x,y) which is
true in any ring, we get (c) so (c) and (b) are always equivalent. For char,
prime to 2 in an antiflexible ring with (x, x, x) = 0, (z,x,y) = (y,x,z) and
(x,y,z) + (y,z,x) + (z,x,y) = 0 so (c) is satisfied. Now assume (d). Interchanging y and 2 gives 2(x ■z)y — 2z(x ■y) = (x,zy). Subtraction
yields
4{y *x*z\ = (x, (y,z)) = ((z,y),x)
so the ring is antiflexible.
Letting
x = y = 2 in (d), we get 2x2x — 2xx2 = (x, x2) or 3(x, x, x) = 0 which for
char, prime to 3 gives (x,x,x) = 0 so for char, prime to 6, (d) implies (a).
5. Decomposition relative to a set of idempotents. Let A be a nearly antiflexible power-associative algebra. If A has an identity element, then let
A = B. If A does not have an identity, then let B be the algebra formed
from A by attaching an identity element (see [14]). In an obvious way A
can be thought of as an ideal of B. We will call this ideal A. From the assumption of finite dimensionality, if there is an idempotent in A then there
is a principal idempotent e of A. This principal idempotent can be written as
the sum of pairwise orthogonal idempotents. If A ^ B, 1 — e is an idempotent. If 1 — e is not primitive, then dim B St dim A + 2 and this is impossible.
Therefore l=Z"=iei>
where je,}"=i are pairwise orthogonal idempotents
and either 1 or ¿£zi e¡ is principal in A. If A is power-associative, then B
is power-associative. Also, B is (nearly) antiflexible if and only if A is (near-

ly) antiflexible.
Decomposing B relative to orthogonal idempotents e and / will prove the
following lemma. The proof will be omitted as it is computational
and
depends only on the idempotent decomposition of B.

Lemma 5.1. In B, let ef = 0 = fe, where eL= e and f2 = f then
(1) Box(e+ f) = Poo(e) H Poi(/) + Poi(e) D £«,(/).
(2) Bxo(e + /) - Bxo(e) f| Poo(/) + Poo(e) n Pio(/)-

(3) Bxx(e+ f) = Bxx(e)n A»(/) + Bxo(e)n Box(f)+ Box(e)D BJf) + Poo(e)
nPn(Z) with Bxx(e)= P„(c) O Poo(/) and Bxx(f)= Bm(e) n Bn(f).
(4)Poo(e + /) = Poo(e)nPoo(/).
(5) If e + f is an identity for B, then BXQ(e)
= Box(f), Box(e)= Bxo(f).
Definition

5.1. ßü = Bu(ed, ßa = B10(e¿)H Box(ej), Jaf„ = fr,-H A.

Lemma 5.2. In B, regardless of the numbering of the e¿:

(1) B00CZliel) = r\LxB00(el).

(2)Boi(Z-ie.)ÇZtiBoi(e,).

(3)BvJÏZUed
^Zi-iBw(ed.
(4)Bn(D-i«ù-TLiTj-ißth
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Proof. Proofs of (1), (2), (3) and part of (4) will be by induction on t.
Each of the statements is true for t = 1,2 by Lemma 5.1. Now assume (1)

for t = k. From above
/ k+i

\

/

*

\

*+1

M xZ
e¡) = ßoo(
Z «J H fioote+i)= i=i
fl fioote).
;=i '
Ni=i '
Assuming (2) for t = k results in ß0i(Z1=l cf) £ fioi(Z*=i ej + ßoite+i)
C^-íi
B0ite).The proof of (3) is similar. For (4), we first need to prove

that [Z*-i fiiofc)]n Box(ek+x)
çZLjfiiote)

H Boite+i)]- If we let x be in

[Z*=i fiio(c;)]nßoi(c*+i)
then x = ZLi x, with x¿ in Bx0(ei) and x in
B0ite+1). Relative to ek+x, x, = (x,)u+ (x,)i0+ (x,-)01+ (x¿)ooSoZ¡-i Wu
= Z<-i (*¿)io = Z¿=i (Xi)oo= 0. Consequently,
x = Z*=i (x;)oi and x is in

Z*=i[ fiio(e¿) nfioite+i)].

Interchanging

[Zti fioite] n ß,ote+i) Ç Zti[fioite)
= Z?-iZy-i^«-

0 and

1 gives the

fact

that

n fiiote+1)].SupposeBxx(Zli *,)

From the above lemma,

fin(Z «;) - fin(Z e,) + [ ßio( Z *) ] H -Boite+i)

+ [ fioi(Z e.j J H ßiote+i)+ finte+i).
From (2), (3) of this lemma and the formulas just proved we derive the fact
that.Bii(Z*í}e.)
£Z*£íZ¿-í'/V
From tne distributive law it is clear that
ßaC\ßmp = 0 if i 7e m or j 9^ p so we can clearly see that Z¡=í Z;=î 0«
^ fin(Z'¿í

ei). This completes

the proofs.

NowA = £ n A andthus A = (ZU Z"=i 0«)H A = Z?-i Z"-i iß*H A)

= ZF=iZ^i^.
Theorem

5.1. A nearly antiflexible, power-associative

algebra A is the sum

of the distinct subsets J3f„.
We will now derive the multiplication of the subspaces ß,r We know that
if ßij and ßkmare distinct that they have a zero intersection. Let x be in ßu
and let y be in ßä. If i ¿¿ j, Bxx(e) Ç .Boote) because B = Bxx(e,+ e,)

+ Biote + ej) + B01te+ e,) + Boote+ ej) so
finte) n (fin(Ci) + Bxo(ei)+ B01te)) = 0.
Thus for i j¿j, xy is in BnieJBnte)
Bu(e¿) • Bn(e,) Cüu(e¿),

so

when

CJ3ute)Boote)
i—j,

x-y

is

= 0. It is known that
in

ßu■. We know that

finte) Ç Boote) for all k ^ i so x,y are in B^te) for A ^ i. From [9] quoted
before, xy is in Bxx(ek)+ Boote) for all A ¿¿ i, and xy is in Bute) + Boote).

Now BM H Bute) = 0, Bn(e*) H Boote) = Bxx(ek),Bxx(e,)n Boote) = fiufe)
and D "_i Boote) = 0 so xy is in Z?-i z8»-
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The proof of fr2ç fr¿ follows from the facts that B2o(e¿)Q B0i(e,) and
Blx(ej) C Bx0(e). If i ?í y or y ^ A it is easy to prove that ßijßJkC ßik. We will
illustrate the case i ¿¿ j = k. We have ßl)ßjk=[Bx0(ei) C\B0X(e¡}}[Bxx(e¡)}

= [Pio(e,) n Boite;)] [ßn(ey) D B«>(e¿)]Ç Bw(e¡) H B0i(e,) C fr, since Bu(e,)
C Boo(e() for i ^ j. When j ¿¿ k and either i ?¿ A or j 9e m then it is not
difficult to show fr/frm = 0. Now J3^S^imQßijßkm so the same rules hold
for A. Hence we have this fact.

Theorem 5.2. In a nearly antiflexible power-associative algebra A, the subspaces J^ij satisfy the following laws:

(1) Zí"=i -^a IS a subalgebra.

(2) Jjpfu. J^uQ-tfii.

(3) j*Jç Jifa.
(4) Stfij SZ?lkÇ S#ik if i * j or j * A.
(5) S^ij Stfkm= 0 if j ^ A ure/ess i = A arad y = m.
These laws are similar to the laws in an alternative ring except for the
fact that in an alternative ring, J3^,2^ stfu. In an antiflexible algebra
A2x0(e)= Aoi(e) =0 so we can replace (3) and (5) by a single formula.
Theorem

5.3. In an antiflexible power-associative algebra A the subspaces

J^ij satisfy the laws:

(1) Z?-! '-^a i* a subalgebra.
(2) J*tt. StfuÇ&u.
(3) J*«, Stfkm= 0 if j * A.
(4) Sufi,Stfm Ç Aimif i * j or j jí m.
The only difference between these laws and the corresponding laws for
associative algebras is that in an associative algebra S¡0u -&U Q -Q^¡¡.However, Rosier [ 12 ] demonstrated that even a simple antiflexible power-associative algebra need not satisfy this. In different notation, an example of such
an algebra is generated by ex,e2,xx,x2,yx and y2 where x2=y2 = 0, e\= eit
xxyx = e2,x2y2 = ex,yiXi = - x¿y¿, (axex + ßxxx-\- yxyx)(a2e2-\- ß2x2 + y2y2)

= 0 and (a2e2 + fr>x2+ y2y2)(axex + ßxxx + 7^)

= 0, where a,,fr and 7, are

in P.
6. Simple antiflexible algebras. By our definition a simple algebra is non-nil
and so has an idempotent. Rosier has shown [12] that for a simple, antiflexible, power-associative and not-associative algebra, if e2 = e then Ax0(e)
+ A01(e) = 0. He does this by showing in any antiflexible algebra, Sf (e)
used in §3 is an associative ideal. The following set will be of importance in
the rest of this paper where A is as defined in the previous section. From
now on assume char. ^ 2. Furthermore, we use the word algebra for an
antiflexible power-associative algebra.

Definition

6.1. The set Z = jx in A: (x,y) = 0 for all y in A}.
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In A, (xy,z) + (yz,x) + (zx,y) = (x,y,z) + (y,z,x) + (z,x,y) = 0 so if z, x
are in Z then zx = xz is in Z. Clearly Z is a subspace so Z is a commutative
subalgebra. For char. ^2, from the proof of Lemma 4.2, (xy,z) = x(y,z)
— (z,x)y — 2(x,2,y) and hence if 2 is in Z then (x,z,y) = 0, where x and y
are arbitrary. Therefore, Z is associative as well as commutative. If A is
simple then there is an idempotent e and, if A is not associative, then
A = Axx(e) + Aoo(e). Consequently e is in Z so Z is not zero in a simple notassociative algebra. In an associative simple algebra there is a 1 which is

inZ.
We know that in any ring (wx,y,z) — (w,xy,z) + (w,x,yz) = w(x,y,z)
+ (w, x,y)z
and
(zy, x, w) - (z,yx, w) + (z,y, xw) = z(y, x, w) + (z,y, x)w.
Using
(a,b,c) = (c,b,a),
we
have
(xw,y,z) — (w,yx,z) + (w, x,zy)
= (x,y,z)w+
(y,x,w)z. Therefore ((w,x),y,z) - (w, (x,y),z) + (w,x,(y,z))
= (w,(x,y,z)) + ((w,x,y),z).
Suppose x is in Z. From above (w,x,(y,z))
= (w,x,y) = 0 and since (w, x) = (x,y) = 0 then (w, (x,y,z)) = 0 so (x,y,z)
is in Z. Since (z,y,x) = (x,y,z) we have this result.
Lemma 6.1. Let x be in Z, then (y,x,z) = 0 and (x,y,z) = (z,y,x)

is in Z.

Now let x,y be in Z and let a, b be in A. We can easily see that (x + ya)b

= xb + (yet)6 = xb + y(a6) + (y,a,i>), 6(x + ya) = bx + 6(ya) = xè + ¿>(ay)
= xb-\-(ba)y — (b,a,y) = xb + y(ba) — (y,a,b), where (y,a, 6) is in Z.
Hence Z + ZA is an ideal in A. Since Z ?¿ 0 in a simple algebra then we have

this fact.
Lemma 6.2. For char. ¿¿ 2, if A is a simple antiflexible power-associative

algebra then A = Z + ZA.
The following definitions will hold in this and the next three sections.
Since xy = Zô'-i za witn zii in ■&& let ^H -^y = zyDefinition
6.2. Let x,y be in J&u and define (xy)k, (xy) by: (xy)A= xy

n jyw, (xy)= xyn íX;v¡j*y = Z^ (*y)yIf A is simple and not associative then, using the notation of the previous
section, A = Z?-i -^« f°r> from [12], if A is simple and not associative
then A = Axx(e) + Aoo(e) relative to any idempotent e. Suppose x,y are in
su/a and z is in Sákk, where k ^ i. It is clear that (x,y,z) = (xy)z — x(yz)

= (xy)¿2 and (2,y, x) = —z(yx)k. It has been shown that J3f„ • -Qf¡¡C S^it
so 0 = 2(x • y)h = (xy)4 + (yx)k. Therefore (xy)k is in Z, where A ?¿ í and (xy)
is in Z. Thus J&uOZ/fi-^iJ^ZWe use Z' to mean the set theoretic

complement of Z in A.
Lemma 6.3. Assume char. ^ 2 and let A be a simple antiflexible powerassociative algebra which is not associative.

Then J2f,¿Ç\Z j±0 and

J3f,-,-Ç\Z'

v±0 for all i.
Proof. Suppose J3fä H Z' = 0 for some ¿. Then

jy,2 = _Q/¿¡• J#ü Ç J3fü
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so SiHiiis a nonzero ideal. Hence, A = J3/„ and is commutative and therefore associative for A = Z. This proves Jâf« Pi Z' ^ 0. Now let S4a H Z = 0
for some i. Let x,y be in J3f^ for A ?¿ t then since (xy), is in Z we have
(xy), = 0 for all x and y in ¿j¿«*' J3f¿. Therefore Zj>¿ -Q*j¡>
is an ideal in A
and since A is simple we conclude Z;V» -Q^jtf= 0. Hence A = J3f¿¿and Z^O

so jy„ H 2 * 0.
The following lemma is easily verified by induction

on m and Lemma 6.1.

Lemma 6.4. Let Ja¿}r=iQ Z then, for any x in A,
( Il ai)x =ax(a2(a3...
vi=i '

(amx) ■■■)).

Lemma 6.5. Let the algebra A be simple, power-associative, antiflexible and
not associative with char. ¿¿ 2. For any i, there is an x y^ 0 in J&u w^ x = ax,

where a is in Z f] J3f¡¡.
Proof. Part I. We will first prove that for any x not in Z but in S^a there is
a set of elements ax,a2, ■■-,am,b,yx, ■■■,ym with ja,|r=iU ¡b\ Ç Z f\ _9f„

and jy1; • • -,ym} ç Z' f) S#ü such that x = Zi"=i a¡yt + A. From Lemma 6.2,
x = YJUa'ly[ + b', where \a\ \T=XUj b' | ÇZ and j y,'} C Z' for if some y\
is in Z then a¡y¡ is in Z and this can be included in A'. Let a¡ = a, + a",
b' = b + b", y¿=y¿ + yf, where a„A,y, are in J&u and a'{,b",y" are in
Zj>. -Q^,> If C is in Z then c' = c -\- c", where c is in 53 u and c" is in
Z,>i -Q/„. Let o be an arbitrary element of A. We have q = r + s with r in
S&a and jijçZji'i-^il'
Since c' is in Z then c'q = qc', c'r = re' and
c's = sc'. Also we know that re" = cs = c"r = sc = 0. Therefore, cr = c'r
= re' = re so that cq = cr = re = qc and c is in Z. Similarly c" is in Z. Hence

\a¡\U\b\QZn
m

&n and j a'/ \ U j A"}Ç Z n E,v¿ -Of* Clearly
m

m

m

m

Z a¡yi+ A'= Z «itt+ *+ Z a^ï + Z a'Iy,+ Z ofyf + A".
i=i
¿=i
i=i
¿=i
i=i
Since _Qfü(ZjV¿ -Q^;;)= 0 then a¡yi' = af y, = 0. Also, since a" is in Z, then

of yf = af •yf is inZ;V. -**»and °" is in Z;>. -&Uso that x = Z"=i a,yi + A
and we have proved Part I.

Part II. We know that J3fä C\ Z' ^ 0 so take x in _Q/„O Z', where ï^O.
* = yo = Z"=i axiyXl+ dx, where ja1¿),d are in Z and fyy) is not in Z and
jaii}, \Vu\ andd[ are in J¥u- Since x is not in Z then there is someylmi with
(oi,rai)(yi,mi) not in Z. Define yUmi = y! and aUmi = ax. Since a^

is not in Z

then yx is not in Z for Z is a subalgebra. Suppose \ak\, \yk\ are defined and
in S&ü for A < y with the restrictions that ax(a¿ ■• ■(akyk) ■••) is not in Z for
all A <y. Since ax(ar --(akyk) ■■■) = (l\Ux a¿)y, (from Lemma 6.4) is not in

Z then yk is not in Z for all A < j. Thus from Part I, y,_i = Z«-i ajivj"+ ¿>
There is a y,jOT;such that ax(a2 ■■• (aJjWjy,,m;)•■•) is not in Z since
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a1(a2"-(a;_1yy_1)...)

is not in Z. Define yhm¡= y¡ and ahm¡= a¡. Thus we get a set of elements
[y¡] not in Z and another set of elements {a,} in Z such that for every
j,ax(a2- ■A^jyi) •••) is not in Z. Define rJ = aia2---ay and
mjk = a;+ia,-+2 ••• a*

so that r¡ mjk = rk. From the finite demensionality of the subspace there is
ans such that jr,ys}y=1 are linearly dependent. From Lemma 6.4,
rsys = ax(a2(a3---(asys)

•••))

which is not in Z by the construction
of a, and y¿. Since rsys is not in Z and
rk, mjk are in Z for all j and A then r;ys is not in Z for all j for, if r;ys is in Z,
then rsys = (mlsr¡)ys = /re;s(ryys) is in Z. Now,

let 2, = r¡ys. Since

jz,j

is a set

of linearly dependent vectors then Z>=i a'Zi = 0> where some a, are not 0
and no 2, is zero for no 2¿ is in Z. Letting < = min{ i: a, ¿¿ 0 ] will give
2, = - Zî-i+i (ai/at)Zi = Zí-í+i ßiz" where fi¡ = - a,/«,. We can clearly see
that Zi = riys = (mj¡r})ys = m;,(r;ys) = m^z,, where j < i so for i > t we have

2, = mtlzt. Therefore, zt = Zî=<+i fr2* = Zî=<+i (ft"»i;)z<= 02,, where
S

a = Z fr™«i=í+i
Since mtl is in Z for all i then a is in Z and x = zt = ax, where i^O

and is in

■flf«.
Suppose A is simple and does not have an identity. An associative algebra,
if simple, has an identity; so A is not associative. Therefore A = Z?-i -^uIf no Jâ^i, is nil then there is an idempotent e, in each _Q^„and Z?-i $ is an
identity. We thus have A = Z"=i -Q^i; and S^m nil. From Lemma 6.5, there
are a in Ja^Mf~)Z and x ?í 0 in J3^M with x = ax. Using Lemma 6.4 we get
x = ax = a2x — ■■■ = am~lx = amx for all m. But x is not zero and for some
m, am = 0 which is a contradiction,
so A must have an identity.
Theorem

6.1. For char. ?±2, a simple power-associative

antiflexible algebra

has an identity.
7. Semisimple algebras. In this section, we will continue to employ the
notation of the section on idempotent decomposition. Recall from [9] that
Sf(e) is an alternative ideal if A is nearly antiflexible and power-associative.
From the theorem of Artin [14], the subalgebra of an alternative algebra
generated by two elements is associative. If x is in Bio(e) and y is in B0i(e),
we have (yx)*+1 = y(xy)kx and (xy)k+1 = x(yx)ky. Therefore,

5f 11(e)= Sf10(e)S?oi(e)= BxAe)B0l(e)
is nil if and only if ^oote = Síox(e) SexA<¿)
= ßoiteßiote
that in B, yf0 = y<>i= 0 if yy is in By(e).

is nil. We also know
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Lemma 7.1. In any nearly antiflexible power-associative algebra, for any
idempotent, S3 (e) is nil if and only if Sfxx(e) is nil.
Proof. It is obvious that Se xx(e) is nil if So (e) is nil. Suppose So (e) is not
nil but Sfxx(e) is nil. From above, ^oo(e) is nil. Let N be the radical of

Sf(e) and let 2¿= Sf(e)/N with ^=

Sf¡j(e)/N. Now B is semisimple

and so has an identity v = vxx-\- vxo+ vox+ t>oo,where vtJ is in 3>ir The 3>¡j
multiply as the Sf¡j(e) so vxx+ vl0 + vm + %, = v = v2 = v\i+ vxovox+ vxxvx0
+ i>io%>+ voxvxx+ vmvox+ voxvxo-\- v'Iq. Consequently,
vxx= v2xx
+ vxovox,vx0
= i>ni>io'+ "íofoo, "oi = v0lvn + üoo^oi and i>oo= voxvx0+ ¿4- Since v is an identity for 31 then vxu= vxüv = vxovax+ v10i>ooso vx0= u10i;ooand vxovox= 0;
"oi = %ü = voxvxo+ voxvxx so «oí = foi^ii and voxvxo= 0. From above then

vu = v'íi + fio foi = »îi and !>«>
= "i» + "oi^io = "¡So-Hence vxx= Un, %, = vw for
all A and, since Sfxx(e), Sowie) are nil, then ^n, ,2?ooare nil so vn = vm = 0.
Thus vox= üoifn = 0, and vw = i>10i>oo
= 0 and v = 0. But this contradicts

the semisimplicity of &.
If e2= e ?í 0 is primitive and f2 = / ^ 0 with ef = fe = f, then (e —f)2
= e — f, (e — f)f = 0 = /(e — f) so e = (e — f) + /, where e — / and / are
orthogonal and / is an idempotent. Since e is primitive then (e — f)2 = e — f
cannot be an idempotent so e — / = 0 and e = f. We will also need the following fact. The algebra B defined in terms of A in the section on idempotent
decomposition is semisimple if A is semisimple.
Theorem 7.1. Let A be a nearly antiflexible, power-associative semisimple
algebra and let e be a primitive idempotent of B, the algebra defined in the section on idempotent decomposition. Then Sf (e) =0 or Sfxx(e) = Bxx(e).
Proof. Assume Sf (e) ¿¿ 0. We know that B is semisimple so Sf (e) is nonnil. By Lemma 7.1, Sfxx(e) is non-nil and, since it is alternative, there is an
idempotent
u in Sfxx(e) with ue = eu = u. Since e is primitive, then e = u.
Now, if y is in Bu(e), then ye = y is in Sf(e) for Sf (e) is an ideal. Therefore,
y is in Bn(e) C\Sf(e) = Sfxx(e). Clearly Sfxx(e) C Bn(e) and we have proved

that Sfxx(e) = Bn(e).
We know that Z"=i -^« 's a subalgebra

so if x,y are in _Q/„ then

n

xy = Z (xy)j>
;=i
where (xy); is in syjr Define Z and (xy) for nearly antiflexible
they were defined in §6 for antiflexible algebras.

algebras as

Lemma 7.2. Z is an associative commutative subalgebra if char. ^ 2,3.
Proof. In any ring with (x, x, x) = 0 and char. ^ 2 we have 0 = (x,y,z)
+ (y,z,x) + (z,x,y) + (z,y,x) + (y,x,z) + (x,z,y) = 2(x • y, z) + 2(y -z,x)
+ 2(2 • x,y). Therefore, if x,y are in Z we obtain (xy,z) = (x ■y,z) = 0 and
hence Z is a subalgebra. From xy = yx in Z we get the fact that Z is flexible
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and hence alternative
for (x, x,y) + (y, x, x) = 0. However, Z is commutative so 0 = (xy, z) + ( yz, x) + (zx, y) = (x, y, z) +y, z, x) + (z, x, y)

= 3(x,y,2)
and Z is associative.
Linearization
of (x,x,y) = (y,x,x)
gives (x,z,y) + (z,x,y) = (y,x,z)
+ (y, 2, x). If x, y are in J3f„ and z is in Sj/j, for jf ^ ¿, we have xz = zy = yz
= zx = 0 and therefore (z,x,y) = (y, x, 2). It is clear that if k¿¿j, z(xy)k
= (yx)kz = 0 so z(xy) = 2(xy), and (yx)z = (yx),z. Since (2,x,y) = (y,x,z),
we obtain the result — z(xy)¡ = (yx);2 and from S^u ■ S#u ç jaf¿, it follows
that (xy);= - (yx)j. Hence, 2(xy), = (xy);2. If 2 is in Ja^ for k^j,z(xy)J
= (xy)jZ = 0. We will use this to prove this fact.

Theorem

7.2. In a semisimple power-associative nearly antiflexible algebra,

■&ün<Ej*ierk*i■&»)QZ.
Proof. If A is semisimple, let all of the e¿ be primitive with S^m possibly
lil. From previous comments, in B, {e¿}"=1 is a set of orthogonal primitive
idempotents. Now take x,y in ßu. If Sfxx(ei) = ßä then xy is in /3„ and (xy) = 0.

If Sfxx(ei) ¿¿ ßu then ßi; = ßsi = 0 for all). If 2 is in ßkmwith k ^ i ¿¿ m we have
xz = zx = zy = yz = 0 so as before (xy)z = z(xy) and (xy) is in Z. Now Z in
B intersected with A yields Z in A. Consequently, the proof follows.
Theorem 7.3. Let A be a semisimple nearly antiflexible power-associative
algebra. Then A = C + D where C is an alternative ideal and D = Z^m+i -^a
for some renumbering of the et and for some m (possibly zero) or D = 0.

Proof. Assume that A is not alternative. If this is so, then, by Theorem 7.1,
Sf(e¡) = 0 for some i. In this case D 9e 0. Renumber the e, in B so that
Sf(e¡) t^ 0 for all i ^ m and, if Jä^

C = ZT~iSf(e¡).

is nil, continue

C is an alternative

to denote

en by en. Define

ideal since Sf(e¿) is an alternative

ideal for each i and for i > m, Sf(e¡) = 0 by Theorem 7.1.
If A is antiflexible, Sf (e) is associative so the C of Theorem 7.3 is associative. Hence, we have this slightly sharper result for antiflexible algebras.

Theorem 7.4. Let A be a semisimple antiflexible power-associative algebra.
Then A = C + D, where C is an associative ideal and D = Z"=m+i -&u f°r
some renumbering of the e, and for some m (possibly zero) or D = 0.
8. An altered multiplication for antiflexible algebras. It is frequently desirable to know, not only how far the theory of a given generalization may depart from the usual theorems in a branch of nonassociative algebra, but how
a particular algebra can be changed to conform to the usual theorems. The
theorems of this present section show how the multiplication of a given semisimple or simple antiflexible algebra can be altered to make this algebra a
direct sum of an associative algebra, degree one algebras and (in the semisimple case) a nil algebra. A partial converse is given showing how, from a
certain collection of algebras, semisimple and simple antiflexible algebras can
be constructed.
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Definition 8.1. Let (A,x,+,F)
fined. Define (A°,0, + ,F,0) by:
(1) (A,+,F)^(A,+,F).

of the flexible
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law

be an algebra with Z as previously de-

(2) 0 is a function from A X A into Z such that:
(a) <b[x;y]= — </>[y;x] for all x,y in A, where

[x;y]

is an element

in A X A.
(b) <b[(a,b);c)] = 0 for alla,b,c in A.
(c) 0[ x; y] = 0 if x or y is in Z.
(3) (Au,0) is defined by x°y = xy + 0[x;yj.
For simplicity we will denote (A0,0,+,F, 0) by (A°,<b). It is clear that
(Au,<j>)is completely
Definition
8.2.
lection of functions
It is obvious that

determined by A and 0).
Let 0A = A and „A = (n_iAo,0n), where (0,j is a colsatisfying Definition 8.1.
given A there may be no <t>but the zero function that
satisfies the requirements for </>.If <p= 0„0„_i ■■■020i then „A = (A°,0)
by induction on re. Also if 0' = - 0 then A = ((A°)°,0'), where A°= (A°,0).
From the definition of A°(0) = (Aü,0), (AU(0))+ = A+ for xuy + yux
= 2x-y. Therefore jx*y*2J
in Au(0) equals jx*y*2¡
in A. Also,
(2°x - x°2)uy - yVx

- xüz) = (2,x)uy - yu(2,x) + 20[z;x]uy

- 2y%[z;x]

= ((z,x),y) + 20[z;x]y2y0[2;x]= ((z,x),y) so the value of ((z,x),y) is
unchanged. Hence the difference 4{x *y *z] — ((z,x),y) is unchanged and we
have from Lemma 4.2 this lemma.

Lemma 8.1. For char. ¿¿ 2 the algebra A is antiflexible if and only if Au(0)
is antiflexible.
Theorem 8.1. Let char. ¿¿ 2 and assume F is algebraically closed. If A is
semisimple, antiflexible and power-associative then there is a f satisfying (2) of

Definition 8.1 sucA that Ä = Au(/) = C© -OC+i.m+i©••• © -OC where S¡sKü
is of degree one or nil for i > m and C is associative.

Proof. Define /[x;y]=
— (xy) for all x and y in _Qf¿,for each i. Since
(xy) = — (yx) then /[x;y] = - f[y;x\ and if x or y is in Z then (xy) = 0
so /[x;y] = 0. We have proved that (xy) is in Z. Now S#u ■ Stfüç ja/„ so
that ((z,x),y) = 4{x*y*2¡ ç s^ü for all z,x,y in S#ü and (((z,x),y))
= 2((2,x)y) so ((z,x)y) = 0 and f[(z,x);y\ = 0. If x is in syü and y is in S&'s¡

define /Ix;y] = 0 for i ¿¿j. If x or y is in C, define /[x;y] = 0. Also let
f[ax + ßy; z] = af[x; z] + ßf[y; z] so that f is defined for all x and y in
Z"=m+i -Wa + C (using the notation of Theorem 7.3). We have defined /on
all of A X A. Thus / satisfies the various requirements of Definition 8.1. In
A, jy¡fC- S&a for all i so each S#ü is an ideal for i > m. Since F is algebraiclosed and the et are primitive then the S2/u for i > m are of degree one unless
A fails to have an identity in which case S&m is nil. C is also an ideal in A
since it is an ideal in A. Therefore, Ä = C© -Q^m+i.m+i© • • • ®ss/m.
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Corollary.
// A is simple, antiflexible, not associative, power-associative
over an algebraically closed field F and if char, j^ 2 then A = _Qfn © • • • © stfm,
where if N( J&¡¡) is the radical of J3f„ in A then S¿?u/N( J¡tfü) is associative

or nodal.
Proof. In this case, m of Theorem 8.1 is zero for we know that

A-¿J*U
1=1

and there is an identity so each _Q^„is of degree one. Thus J&ü/NÍJ&u) is
associative or nodal.
We now let jA,j¿=1 be a collection of simple nodal, antiflexible, powerassociative algebras over the same field F, C = Z^=*+iC, be an associative
semisimple algebra that is a direct sum of simple algebras C, over F. We shall
write D for the direct sum of the A, and N¡ for the set of nil elements in A,.
We know A f is Jordan so if xy = j xy ¡e, + (xy), where (xy) is in N and {xy \
is in F, then jxy| = — jyx). We used e, for the identity of A¡. For all
¿,e, is in Z in D and ((z, x),y) = 4j x *y *z\ is in N¡ if z, x,y are in A¡. Also,
if x or y is in Z in A, then xy = x ■y is in N¡ so jxyj = 0. Define g[x;y]
= jxy) [e{i+x)modk
— e,] for all x,y in N¡ and define g in this manner on all
N¡ X Ni. Define g[ x; y] to be 0 if x is in A ¡ or x = e¡ and y is in A¡ for ¿ ?¿ j
and let g[ ax + fry; 2] = ag[x; z\ + ßg\y; z\. The function g is now defined
on all of D X D into (Z in D) = Z(D) and by our remarks above satisfies all
of part (2) in Definition 8.1 so that Pu(g) is antiflexible. For x in N¡, xk = x'k
is in N¡ so g[x*;x] = 0 for all A. Thus powers in D and Du(g) coincide so
Dtí(g) is power-associative.
Let J be an ideal of Du(g) with Jf^A^O
in
Dü(g). Let x be in J H A,-. Since A, is simple there is a set jy,ji=i and a 2 in
Ni in D such that some product of x and the y¡ denoted by y has the property

that y is in AT,but yz is not in A7;. Since y is in N¡ in D then the circle product of the y i and x denoted by y is also in N, and equals y. Hence y is in J
and

(yu2)ue(1+i)(modA) = ({yz\e(¡+XHmodk) + w)°e(,+1)(mo(U) = jy2}e„+1)(modfe)

jyz} ^ 0. Consequently
same reasoning

and

A(,+1)(modA)
in Du(g) is in J. If Am is in J then by the

A,m+1)(modA)
is in J so D°(g) = J and Pu(g) is simple.

Lemma 8.2. TAe algebra Du(g) is simple, antiflexible and power-associative

for char. ¿¿ 2.
Define Q to be the zero algebra over F of order 2N with generators

\xtJ\,

j = 1,2; i = 1, • •., JV. Denote Dtí(g)+ C + Q by A and denote the identity
of C, by e(. Let /[ x^; x,2]= e„ /[ x„; xkn] = 0 if í ?¿ A or y = m, /[ x; y] = 0 if
either x or y is in Du(g) + C, f[xl2; xlX\= - e, and f[ax + fry;2] = a/[x;z]
+ ß/[y;2j. It is not difficult to see that / satisfies part (2) of Definition 8.1
so that A°(/) is antiflexible. All powers are preserved which implies the fact
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that Au(/) is power-associative. If N is a nil ideal of A then N must be in Q
for Dü(g) + C is semisimple. But this is impossible for, if xy is in N, then
Xy°xiJ±i = ± e, which is not nil. We have the following partial converse of

Theorem 8.1.
Lemma 8.3. The algebra (Dtí(g) + C+ Q)u(f) is semisimple, antiflexible and
power-associative.
In addition, it is clear that, if A + is associative and char. ?¿ 2, then there
is a 0 satisfying Definition 8.1 with A+ = A°(0) for, when A+ is associative,
A~ is associative and (x,y) is in Z. Hence 0[x;y]=
— (x,y)/2 satisfies

Definition 8.1. Clearly then, A = (A+)u(- 0).
9. An altered multiplication for nearly antiflexible algebras. Some, but not
all of the results can be extended to nearly antiflexible algebras. However,
their extension requires a slightly different set of conditions on <f>.
Definition
9.1. Let (A,x, -\-,F) be an algebra with Z as previously

defined. Define (A°,0, +,F,<b) by:
(1) (AÜ,+,F) = (A,+,F).
(2) 0 is a function from A X A into Z such that:
(a) 0[x;y]=
— 0[y;x] for all x,y in A, where

[x;y]

is an element

in A X A.
(b) 0[ (a, &);&]= 0 for all a, b in A.
(c) 0[ x; y] = 0 if x or y is in Z.
(3) (A0,0) is defined by x oy = xy + <b[x; y].
We now restate the theorems that can be extended to nearly antiflexible
algebras. There are three important facts that should be noted. First, the
results of §6 are not known for nearly antifiexible algebras so the theorems
that use those results must be changed or omitted. Secondly, except for
obvious alterations in the proofs, they may be repeated verbatim. Hence,
we omit these proofs. These alterations involve part (b) of part (2) which is
the only difference between the definitions. Thirdly, neither definition will
serve both purposes. The definition of the previous section is too restrictive
for use in nearly antiflexible algebras. In antiflexible algebras ((z,x)y) = 0
and this fact is needed in proving Theorem 8.1. However, in nearly antiflexible algebras we can prove ((z,x)x) = 0 but are unable to show that
((2,x)y) = 0.

In addition to this, the above definition can produce an algebra that is not
antiflexible from one that is.
If we let 0A = A and „A = (n_xAü,<bn),then we can find a 0 with
nA = (Au,0).
Furthermore

</>'= — 0 has the property

that,

if Au= (Au, 0) then
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A = ((AT,4>').
We now list the results for nearly antiflexible algebras.
Lemma 9.1. For char. 9¿ 2 the algebra A is nearly antiflexible if and only if

A"(<t>)is nearly antiflexible.
Theorem 9.1. Let char. ^ 2 and assume F is algebraically closed. If A is
semisimple, nearly antiflexible and power-associative, then there is a 4> such
that Au((p) = C© _Q^m+i>m+1©
• • ■© -Qd» where _Q4 is of degree one or nil
for i> m and C is alternative.

Definition

9.2. The <fiof Theorem 9.1 will be denoted by /and Ä = Au(f).

Corollary.
// A is simple, antiflexible, not associative, power-associative
over an algebraically closed field F and if char. ¿¿ 2 then A = 5¡0XX
© ■• • © S!0m,
where if N(S^il) is the radical of J3f,¿ in A then S&ü/N( S3u) is associative
or nodal with the possible exception that Am may be nil.

Let jA,}*=1 be a collection of nearly antiflexible nodal power-associative
algebras. Also, let {C¡(Í1a+i be a collection of simple alternative
algebras.

Let e, be the identity of A¿ for i g k and let e, be the identity of C¡ for
i > A. Define Q to be the zero algebra of order 2N generated

by jx,,y¿Jíl1.

If we write D = A!© •■■©A*© Ct+1© ■••© C„© Q and define g[x,; y,] = e„
-g[ x; y] = 0 if x or y is in D/Q, g[ x,; y,] = 0, and g[y„ x,] = - e, then g can
be extended bilinearly on all of D X D. Thus define, g satisfies Definition
9.1 and D°(g) is semisimple, nearly antiflexible and power-associative.
So far, it is not known whether or not simple nearly antiflexible algebras
must have identities. Not much is known about nodal algebras for any of
the particular identities of this paper. It would be nice to know when circle
multiplication
destroys simplicity or semisimplicity.
Finally, all examples
of simple antiflexible algebras have A + associative but no proof has been
found. If A is nodal and if Z contains no nil elements and if for some
re St 4, {(•••((xi,x2),x3)...,xn)(
= 0 then
{(•••((x1,*2)»*i)---,*»-i)
} is in
Nf\Z = 0 so inductively ((x1,x2),x3) = 0 and A" is associative.
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